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Abstract: Aiming at the problem that the robustness of gesture recognition is difficult to
guarantee, this paper presents a method based on multi-features and sparse representation.
Hu invariant moments and HOG features of training samples are extracted in training phase. The
K-SVD algorithm is used to train the initial value of dictionary formed by two features so as to
obtain two sub-dictionaries. In recognition phase, sparse coefficients of corresponding training
dictionary are derived by solving minimum l1-norm. Finally, the overall reconstruction error is
calculated to judge the categories of test samples. In experimental simulation, five kinds of grasp
gesture are collected to create gesture sample library. After selecting optimal HOG parameters
and the weight of two features, the recognition effect of the method is analysed. Compared with
the commonly used classification, the results show that the method has better recognition rate and
robustness.
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Introduction

In recent years, with the development of mechanical
automation and the diversification of operation task, a type
of multi-finger dexterous hand become the development
trend of the robot end actuators, and the research of
anthropomorphic prosthetic hand also provides convenience
for the disabled people’s normal life (Liu et al., 2016;
Ciancio et al., 2016). In order to have similar operation
capacity of human hand, it is necessary to adopt the human–
computer interaction way to transfer human skills, and
gesture recognition is one of the hot research problems in
the field of human–computer interaction. Although gesture
recognition based on vision technology has made great
development, it still has drawbacks, including recognition
rate, robustness, real-time performance, stability and
practicability and so on. Currently, the gesture itself has the
characteristics of uncertainty and diversity, such as inaccurate
changes of the hand shape, occlusion, movement speed, etc.,
and there are often difficulties such as complex background
environment, illumination uncertain conditions in the real
environment, the change of image space information and
computer processing power, so that the study of gesture
recognition based on vision has certain challenges (Yeo et al.,
2013; Belsare and Sujatha, 2015).
Feature extraction and classification recognition are two
important steps in gesture recognition. In terms of feature
extraction, statistical moment features, such as Hu moment
and Zernike moment, have the characteristics of scale
invariance, translation invariance and rotation invariance.
Luo et al. (2012) added three expressions as the features of
gesture recognition on the basis of Hu moment. Fourier
descriptor has a good ability to describe the outline (Luo
et al., 2012). Ren and Zhang (2009) adopted 12 Fourier
descriptors as the feature vector. Histogram of Oriented
Gradient (HOG) is formed as feature through calculating the
local area’s histogram, which was used for pedestrian
detection initially and for gesture recognition in recent years

(Ren and Gu, 2011). A variety of features can be extracted
from the gesture images; however, how to combine the
various features to improve the recognition rate is a problem
that needs to be studied. Classification algorithms include
template matching, Support Vector Machine (SVM), neural
network, etc. Ren and Zhang (2009) developed an improved
MEB-SVM algorithm on the basis of SVM, which reduced
the computational complexity. Hasan and Kareem (2014)
predicted ten static gestures with NN classifier. Yang and
Sun (2014) put forward a kind of gesture recognition
algorithm based on the BP neural network of quantum
particle swarm optimisation to improve the learning
efficiency of BP neural network. Despite there are many
gesture recognition methods, traditional classifiers require a
complex training process and are sensitive to noise.
Sparse representation has become a hot research spot in
the field of pattern recognition and computer vision in
recent years, which provides a new perspective to solve the
classification problem (Wang et al., 2014; Zhao and Yang,
2015; Yu and Fang, 2016). Sparse representation, which is
different from the traditional Nyquist sampling theorem,
maps the high-dimensional signal to low-dimensional space
by training an over-complete dictionary that is not related to
the transformation matrix and reconstructs the original from
a small amount of signal after obtaining sparse vector
(Cui and Prasad, 2015). When the training samples are
enough, the test samples can be represented linearly by the
same type of training sample and other kind of samples’
contribution to refactor the test sample is zero so as to better
describe the similarity degree information between samples.
Sparse representation classification has been successfully
applied to face recognition for the first time by Wright et al.
(2009), who verified the SRC method has good robustness
in the aspect of face recognition. Sparse representation
classification needs to be sparse-represent the features
received from the targets, namely a complete dictionary
based on the features of targets is trained, which linear
represents the test samples and reconstructs samples, and

the objects are recognised according to minimum residual
error between the test samples and reconstruction samples
(Ortiz and Becker, 2014).
In this paper, the sparse representation theory is applied to
the gesture recognition by constructing sparse representation
classifier. Firstly, two features of samples are extracted as the
initial value of the dictionary, and then some features are
selected to generate a new dictionary using K-Singular Value
Decomposition (K-SVD). Finally, the objects’ category is
determined through test objects’ sparse degree in dictionary
and reconstruction residual. Experimental results show that
recognition effect of the method is better than other commonly
used methods in different rotation angle, size and illumination
condition.
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Sparse representation theory

Sparse representation refers to that the images (or features)
are completely or approximately linear combination of a
group of atoms that very few images (or features) and all the
atomic images (or features) form an over-complete
dictionary (Boyali and Kavakli, 2012; Srinivas et al., 2013).
Given nk training samples from k-th class as columns of a
matrix Ak  vk 1 , vk 2 , , vkn k   mnk . Training set has c

classes and A   A1 , A2 , , Ac  are all training sets. New test

sample y  m from k-th class can be represented as a linear
combination of one type of elements:
xˆ  arg min x
x

0

s.t. y  Ax

If nk  m , the equations y  Ax is overdetermined and x
has unique solution. However, y  Ax is underdetermined
in gesture recognition, so it has infinitely many solutions.
Generally, this difficulty is resolved by minimum l0-norm.
xˆ  arg min x
x

0

s.t. y  Ax

But the problem of finding the solution of l0-norm is NP-hard,
so approximate solutions are adopted generally. Algorithms
of research include: greedy algorithm, including matching
tracking algorithm, orthogonal matching pursuit algorithm, etc.,
to realise signal approximation through choosing appropriate
atoms and a series of progressively increasing method (Boyali
and Hashimoto, 2016). Convex optimisation algorithm,
including gradient projection method, tracking methods the
minimum point of regression method, etc., put the l0-norm
relax to l1-norm by solving linear programming (Khan and
Raja, 2016). Convex optimisation algorithm is more accurate
than greedy algorithm, but requires higher computational
complexity.
According to the principle of compression sensing,
when coefficients are sparse enough, the difficulty can be
converted into l1-norm:
xˆ  arg min x 1 s.t. y  Ax
x

Because data generally contains noise, the constraints can
have a certain error range:
xˆ  arg min x 1 s.t. y  Ax
x

The dictionary is the key to sparse representation of the
original signal. Dictionary is generally constructed by two
methods: one way is generated directly from the training
sample. Because it has similar characteristics with test
samples, test signal can be more easily represented by such
dictionary (Guo et al., 2016). Another method is to train
training samples for a better dictionary. The atoms of
dictionary are few but can represent the whole sample,
which can reduce the amount of calculation in classification.
The commonly used algorithms are MOD algorithm and KSVD algorithm (Sun and Wang, 2014).
Today, the sparse representation theory has been widely
used, such as image restoration, image de-noising, image
classification, image recognition, etc. One of the most
noteworthy is sparse representation classification (SRC),
and test samples are assigned to the class of minimum
refactoring error constructed by the training samples.

3

Identification framework based on sparse
representation

Gesture recognition is used to obtain image signal of gesture
by image sensor, preprocess, extract features and classify or
identify (Chen et al., 2014). Tradition object recognition
used the optimal hyper-plane, template matching and weak
classifiers, which have certain classification ability, but are
unable to get a better effect from the angle of sparse. In this
paper, the proposed method is conducted in the segmentation
image, extracts Hu invariant moments and HOG features as the
initial value of redundant dictionary, adopts the K-SVD
algorithm for training, and finally classifies by sparse
classification. The recognition framework is shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1
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Recognition

3.1 HOG feature

3.2 Hu invariant moments

HOG is a feature descriptor used for object detection in
computer vision and image processing. Dalal and Triggs
(2005) put forward HOG for the first time, which is used
for the pedestrian detection in static image or video. It
calculates statistics image gradient direction histogram of
local area to form characteristics, and the shape of the local
object can be described well by density distribution of
gradient or edge direction (Vanbang et al., 2015; Xu et al.,
2016). HOG features can keep certain robustness under
different illumination and scale. The extraction process of
HOG feature is as follows:

Moment in statistics is used to reflect the distribution of
random variables. If we take image grey value as a 2D or 3D
density distribution function, the moment can be used for the
field of image analysis and the extraction of image features
(Lin et al., 2015; Fernando and Wijjayanayake, 2015). M.K.
Hu proved that Hu invariant moments have the characteristics
of scale invariance, translation invariance and rotation invariance.
Hu invariant moments can make up for the inadequacy of HOG
features to some extent, its calculation process is:
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Calculate the gradient of image. The horizontal gradient
is obtained by convolution operation between the
gradient operator [–1, 0, 1] and original image. The
vertical gradient is obtained by convolution operation
between the gradient operator [–1, 0, 1]T and original
image.
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For discrete digital image, image function is f  x, y  ,
and the p + q order geometric moment and central
moments of image are:

Normalise the global image. In order to reduce the
influence of illumination factors, the whole image
needs to be normalised. Each colour channel calculates
the square root, respectively, and gamma is 0.5.

I  x, y   I  x , y 
2

1

   p  q 2 1

where I  x, y  is pixel value, Gx  x, y  is horizontal

The second order and third order normalised central
moments are constructed seven moment invariants
M1–M7:

gradient, Gy  x, y  is vertical gradient, G  x, y  is

M1  20 02

gradient magnitude, and   x, y  is gradient orientation.

M 2  20 02   4112

Construct HOG for each cell. The images are divided
into multiple cells, which are not overlap. The gradient
of each pixel in each cell is calculated. The gradient
orientation can be 0–360 or 0–180, and 0–180 is
better. The gradient orientation is divided into nine
bins, and weighted projection is for each bin using the
gradient of each cell, so that HOG of each cell is
obtained.
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Normalise the gradient histogram in block combined
with cells. Combining multiple adjacent cells into a
block, and the feature has better invariance for light,
shadow and edge contrast after normalising each
block’s gradient. The normalised function is l1-norm
and l2-norm generally, and Dalal’s article proves that
l2-norm has good effect.

3.3 Recognition based on sparse representation

Generate feature description vector. Features, collected
in all the overlapping blocks, are combined into the
final feature vectors for classification.

The sparse representation abilities of dictionaries trained by
different classes of training samples are very different, and
the test samples are more likely to be represented by the
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dictionary trained by same classes of training samples
(Zhou et al., 2013; Bomma et al., 2013). According to the
characteristics of the sparse representation, the classifier
based on sparse representation is designed.
Given c classes gesture data and nk (k = 1, 2, , c)
training sample of k-th class. HOG feature vector is Gk and
Hu invariant moments vector is Hk, and the corresponding
eigenvectors of a test samples are y1 and y2. We initialise
two dictionaries D1  G1, G2 ,, Gk  and D2   H1, H2 ,, Hk  ,
and get redundant dictionary trained by K-SVD algorithm,
which can use less but optimal data to represent the whole
training set and reduce the calculation of classification.
The sparse representation coefficients x̂ of training
samples can be expressed as the linear combination between
the sparse representation coefficients of each feature and
feature weight. xi is i-th feature’s sparse representation
coefficients, wi is i-th feature’s weight,

2

w

i

i 1

1

Input: a matrix of training samples D1  G1 , G2 , , Gk 
and D2   H1 , H 2 , , H k  for k classes, a test sample
Y   y1 , y2  , and error tolerance   0.

2

Normalise the columns of training samples and train
dictionary by K-SVD algorithm.

3

Solve sparse representation coefficients of different
sub-dictionary, namely the l1-norm problem:
xˆ  arg min  w1 x1  w2 x2
xi

s.t.

2
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  arg min   w

2

Output: yˆ  arg min  k
k

2

xˆ  w1 x1  w2 x2   wi xi
i 1

The test data can be represented by two dictionaries Di, and
describe two features’ contribution for classification by
adjusting wi. The problem can be described as l1-norm problem:
xˆ  arg min  w1 x1  w2 x2
xi

s.t.

2

  arg min   w
2
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Because the data often have noise, the optimisation problem
is changed into:
xˆ  arg min  w1 x1  w2 x2
xi

s.t.

2

D x
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i 1

  arg min   w
2

xi

 i 1

i


xi 1 


 yi   

 2

2
It is equivalent to xˆ  arg min   Di xi  yi 2   wi xi  .
xi
 i 1
1
Finally, the overall minimum reconstruction error of a
single class is calculated to determine the category of the
test samples:
2

kˆ  arg min  yi  Di  k  xˆ 
k

i 1

2

where  k  xˆ  is same dimension with x̂ , and only keep
corresponding element of x̂ with k-th class, namely
 k  xˆ   0, 0, , xk1 , , xk 2 , , xknk , , 0, 0  .

To sum up, the classification algorithm based on multifeatures and sparse representation is summarised as follows:
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Experimental simulation

4.1 Data acquisition
In order to verify the recognition ability of this method, we
need to collect data, set up the sample library and analyse the
influence of each factor on gesture recognition. As shown in
Figure 2, five kinds of grasp gesture samples are collected from
different people, corresponding to grasping movements of
multi-fingered hand, including open, grasp by five fingers,
grasp by three fingers, pinch and hook. Figure 3 shows the
gesture samples, which are collected in different rotation angle,
different size and different illumination condition. Each class of
gestures has 100 training samples and 50 test samples. All
images only contain gestures and the background is white to
ensure extracted features are all from the gesture area after
segmentation and accuracy of training dictionary. Figure 3 (d)
shows the images after adding noise, which took as the samples
to verify the robustness of the algorithm. The ordinary camera
is used for gesture acquisition and its image resolution is 640 
480. The hardware configuration of computer in experiment is
Intel Core i5 CPU and 4G memory. Software environment
is Windows 7 operating system. Simulation platform is
MatlabR2010b. In order to recognise more easily and
intuitively, the algorithm is encapsulated into a function and
GUI of Matlab is used to compile the gesture recognition
system, as shown in Figure 4. In the system of Hand
Recognition via SRC, the training set images are selected with
the button Train; the single test gesture image is selected for
identification with the button SingleTest, and its category is
outputted; the multi-test gesture images are selected with the
button MultiTest, and the recognition rate is outputted.

Figure 2

B

A

D
Figure 3

Figure 4

Five gesture samples

GUI recognition result

C

E

Collected sample images

4.2 Parameter selection

(a) Different size

After pretreatment for all the samples, we need to choose
some parameters when extract the HOG feature: size of
window ws  ws, size of each block bs  bs, size of the
overlap between blocks ol and size of each cell in the block
cs  cs (Xu et al., 2014). Range of gradient direction is 0–
180, which is divided into nine bins averagely. The more
cells in block and overlap between the blocks, the more
dimension for HOG. The recognition rate is calculated in
this paper by testing some parameter combinations so as to
find the optimal parameter combination. Seen from Table 1,
the recognition rate of ws 42bs18ol10 cs 6 is higher.
Table 1

(b) Different rotation angle

(c) Different illumination conditions

(d) Noised images

Recognition rate of different parameter combinations
of HOG

ws

bs

ol

cs

Dimension Recognition rate (%)

36

12

3

6

900

96.6

36

18

9

6

729

96.9

40

16

8

8

576

96.9

40

16

4

8

324

95.8

40

16

8

4

2304

97.5

40

16

4

4

1296

97.7

42

18

6

6

729

96.8

42

18

10

6

1296

98.6

After selecting the optimal combination parameters of
HOG, we need to test the recognition effect of the weights
of Hu moments and HOG features in different values of
Zhang et al. (2013). We set 1 + 2 = 1. When 1 = 1, the
recognition rate is expressed only using the Hu moment.
When 1 = 0, the recognition rate is expressed only using
the HOG feature. Seen from Figure 5, when the weight of
Hu moments is 1 = 0.4 and the weight of HOG features
2 = 0.6, the recognition rate is higher. From the influence
of the value of 1 and 2 for recognition performance can
be seen, the impact of different features for the results of

hand gesture recognition is different, and the influence level
of HOG features is greater than the Hu moments features.
Figure 5

Recognition rate of different weight (see online version
for colours)

Recognition accuracy (%)
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Weight of Hu

0.8

shows certain robustness in different scale, rotation and light.
On the one hand, the training samples contain gestures under
all conditions. On the other hand, the adopted features
describe the gestures better from the global and local
perspective. HOG feature eliminates the influence of
illumination and small angle rotation, and Hu moment is a
rotation invariant. The combination of the two features
further improves the overall recognition performance.
Commonly used classification methods, including SVM,
Back Propagation Neural Network (BPNN) and K-Nearest
Neighbour (KNN), were tested in the condition of this paper.
Figure 7 is the recognition rate under the different conditions,
which shows that the algorithm shows strong advantages in
terms of robustness compared with the commonly used
method of gesture recognition.

1

Table 2

(a) Confusion matrix on Hu moment feature set

4.3 Recognition effect
After collecting hand gesture samples, we select the optimal
HOG feature parameters and two feature weights, extract
HOG features and Hu invariant moments of the samples and
recognise by the sparse representation classifier. Figure 6
displays the gestures recognition rate on different feature
sets, the recognition rate of two kinds of feature fusion is
high. Although there is no obvious difference with HOG
feature, recognition of rotation gesture is improved after
combining Hu moments. Table 2 is the confusion matrix on
different feature sets. Because of the impact of image
binarysation, there are many wrong gestures of Hu moment
set in Table 2. The improvement of binary effect can
improve the recognition rate. In Table 2, the recognition
effect of the HOG feature set is better than t Hu moment set,
but it is not correct to identify the rotating samples. The
recognition rate in Table 2 is better, because two features
complement each other after using HOG feature to extract
the local features and Hu moments feature to extract the
global feature.
Figure 6
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(b) Confusion matrix on HOG feature set
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(c) Confusion matrix on fusion feature set
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4.4 Robustness
Different noises are superimposed on the image to test, such
as Gaussian noise, Poisson noise and salt and pepper noise,
the algorithm can still correctly identify. The algorithm also
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Figure 7

Recognition rates of different methods under different
conditions
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Conclusion and future work

In order to improve the accuracy and robustness of gesture
recognition, the paper applies sparse representation to
gesture recognition. Firstly, the hand gestures under
different conditions are collected. The optimal parameters of
HOG feature and the weights of two features are selected.
Then, Hu invariant moment and HOG feature are extracted.
The K-SVD dictionary training method is used to
choose some atoms representing all features to reduce the
computation cost. Finally, sparse representation classifier
is constructed for identification. Compared with other
methods, the recognition rate of this method is higher.
The next step of research will add some shaded image and
improve the speed of sparse representation algorithm.
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